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[Bob Ellison - narrator]

What comes to mind when you think about Brazil? What comes to mind when you think about the 
United States?

When we think of each other's countries, we tend to think of the differences–the people, places and 
things unique to that culture. But, in spite of their distinct differences, Brazil and the United States 
have so much in common that in fundamental ways they are practically each others double.

The US has the third largest  population in the world's the four largest country. While Brazil is the fifth 
largest country with the fifth largest population. Each has a wide range of climates from desert to 
tropical and when it comes to agricultural production the principal crops for both are corn and  
soybeans, the leading export. 

The two countries are also major trading partners and leaders in agricultural research and technology. 
So it was only natural of the USDA's Agricultural Research Service and Embrapa, it's Brazilian 
counterpart to reach across hemispheres to form a partnership of enlightened, mutual interest. 

[Floyd Horn, Administrator USDA-ARS]

Brazil had an intensive interest in the United States and we in them and the reason is because we have 
all of the potential in the world to exchange goods on a much larger level. International trade that's 
unprecedented. Research and development into things like common use products and phytosanitary 
barriers to freer trade, all of these were common interests of ours. So the chances for cooperation were 
perfect. 

The  memorandum of understanding that we signed 1995 was just the beginning and it was obvious 
that something more was needed. So the Labex program, which is really a virtual laboratory, was 
conceived and implemented with a cooperative agreement in 1998.

[Bob Ellison - narrator]

Labex, literally meaning "virtual lab" in Portuguese, has no facility of it's own. Instead it's a sharing of 
expertise in existing research resources from both countries to the benefit of all. 

[Alberto Duque Portugal - president Embrapa]

The idea behind Labex is that agricultural competitiveness depends on being able to follow scientific 
and technological advances. We need low cost and swift solutions to keep track of these advances, 
training our senior scientists in research centers aboard, starting in the US, was an idea that was well 
received by USDA ARS and is quickly becoming a reality. 

[Bob Ellison - narrator]

Ever since the creation of the partnership, participating scientists have been trading technological and 
biological know how in search for improved production systems including the development of control agents for problems that threaten the crops and livestock of both countries. It is an exchange not only 
of information but also of materials and personnel. 

For example, Brazil has made a number of germplasm collections accessible to its US colleagues and 
so far five Brazilian researchers, all senior scientists, have spent extended periods in the US working 
with their ARS counterparts as the first wave of the Labex project. 

Silvio Crestana, coordinator of Labex I, is a soil scientist working on water retention in soil with his 
ARS collaborator Walter Rawls at the Hydrology and Remote Sensing Lab in Beltsville, Maryland. 

Miguel Borges, a Brazilian entomologist, studied semiochemical control of soybean pests with ARS 
entomologist Jeffrey Aldrich at the Insect Chemical Ecology Laboratory, also in Beltsville. 

Terezinha Padilha's veterinary career took her to the Immunology and Disease Resistance Lab in 
Beltsville where she's been working on genetic resistance to internal parasites in cattle with Louis 
Gasbarre, her ARS collaborator. 

Ariovaldo Luchiari has been at ARS' Soil and Water Conservation Research Unit in Lincoln, Nebraska  
extending the frontiers of precision agriculture with fellow agronomist James Schepers.

And, molecular biologist Maria Jose Sampaio is back in Brazil after spending most of two years at 
ARS' U.S. Plant, Soil, and Nutrition Laboratory in Ithaca, New York researching the complex issues of 
technology transfer and intellectual property rights. 

Already the reciprocal nature of the LABEX effort is spuring progress in many areas of agricultural 
research, vitally important both Brazil and the US. 

For example, Terezinha Padilha and her colleague Louis Gasbarre extended their knowledge of internal 
parasites while studying their effects on the Angus cattle at Beltsville. Parasites are a major problem 
for both US and Brazilian beef and dairy industries. Costing the US alone more than $2 billion dollars 
annually and the cost could go higher both in dollars and public confidence because the worms are 
building up a resistance to stand treatments. 

[Terezinha Padilha - Embrapa]

Now days the consumers are requiring that the meat and milk or any product derived from animals use 
the less chemical compounds as possible in the production systems. It means we need to change the 
genetic composition of the herds in order to require less chemical control.

[Bob Ellison - narrator]

Padilha believes that one possible solution to this problem is to use ARS's advanced techniques in gene 
characterization to generate molecules that will act as communicators in a cow's immune system 
building on the animal's natural resistance bypassing the need to rely on more traditional treatments.

[Louis Gasbarre - USDA-ARS]

This cooperation between ARS and Embrapa gives us access not only to very smart and hard working 
people from the Embrapa labs but also to a much broader and diverse genetic material.

[Bob Ellison - narrator]

Across the ARS Beltsville campus, Labex entomologist Miguel Borges and ARS entomologist Jeffrey 
Aldrich also have been capitalizing on the complementary features of their two countries.

[Jeffrey Aldrich,  USDA-ARS]

In terms of the science, we have much more in common biologically with South America because we 
are connected through a land bridge in Central America.

[Miguel Borges, Embrapa] 

We share also the same climate conditions and also we grow the same crops like cotton, soybeans and 
corn and that facilitates publishment of the data same insect pests if not the same species we share the 
at least the same genes of insect pests. 

[Jeffrey Aldrich,  USDA-ARS]

We're working on stink bugs and it turns out that we have the same parasites of these pests so it's really 
a direct connection and of mutual benefit. The United States we love technology, we're good at it but in 
Brazil they are very good at biocontrol. I think Brazil is actually in many ways ahead of us in using 
biocontrol.  

[Bob Ellison - narrator]

Another opportunity for LABEX partners is the seasonal reversible between their home countries. 
When its winter in the US and crops are dormant, it's summer in Brazil and vice versa. 

Brazilian precision agricultural specialist Ariovaldo Luchiari and his ARS partner, Jim Schepers spent  
several years taking advantage of this endless summer effect to double their data collecting.  

[James Schepers, USDA ARS]

Our research with Dr. Luchiari goes back to about 1995 when we started going to Brazil to test and 
evaluate our crop sensors. The good part is that they have a different growing season then we have so 
we could go down there during the winter of the Northern Hemisphere, do our research, test our 
sensors and come back and modify them so that we can use them during the next growing season in the 
Northern Hemisphere.

[Bob Ellison - narrator]

The scientists' recent work has included evaluating indicators used to measure stress in corn and 
soybeans as part of an effort to improve precision agriculture management for these crops. 

[Ariovaldo Luchiari - Embrapa]

Precision ag is the combination for high yield agriculture and minium environmental impact and that's 
economical so the combination of older crops and new tools we can be defining real solutions for real 
problems.

[Bob Ellison - narrator]

Another promising area of agri-science advanced from sensing applications has been holding the 
interest of Walter Rawls and  Silvio Crestana. They've been pooling their knowledge and skills in the 
state-of-the-art technology to study the soil properties that affect water quality and retention. 

[Walter Rawls - USDA ARS]

The research in the unit is mostly in hydrology and in the remote sensing areas we're talking more of 
the satellite type applications which have applications all over the world and in the soil quality or the 
soil properties that effect water quality. 

[Silvio Crestana - Labex coordinator]

And for our institutions this is very important because Brazil and Embrapa used to have cooperation 
with United States universities but not with ARS so this agreement and Labex project is allowing us to 
do this for the first time.


[Bob Ellison - narrator] 

While Labex is primarily a relationship between Embrapa and ARS through it's Office of International 
Research Programs it is by no means an exclusive one. The partnership also gives the Brazilian 
scientists a chance to work with other institutions including US universities. 

During her two year stay in the US, molecular biologist Maria Jose Sampaio took a break from her 
research at ARS' U.S. Plant, Soil, and Nutrition Laboratory to work also with Cornell research 
colleagues on the complex issues relating to gene patenting. She now looks forward to putting her new 
found knowledge to work on both behalf of Brazil and her former host country.

[Maria Jose Sampaio - Embrapa]

The time I spent at Labex was a very good opportunity to get some training in intellectual property 
rights and other items of science and it provides me with the initial knowledge to come back to Brazil 
and then help in the future negotiations. Everybody says or why can't you just do it through the Internet 
and emailing everybody but it's not the same. When you are there you have a chance to invest in 
certain areas and gives you a very, very good opportunity to know everything about that area and 
respond to the Brazil demands in a much faster way.

[Bob Ellison - narrator]

From it's hopeful beginnings in 1998, the virtual laboratory has continued to flourish. Today at this 
major workshop in Brazil, coordinated by Labex, researchers from the partner countries look further 
into ways of meeting the scientific and technological needs of both Brazilian and the US ag business 
and tomorrow the mutual benefits may reach far beyond Brazil and the US. 

Labex may be a virtual lab, with no physical presence of it's own, but with Silvio Crestana stewardship 
complete and as Pedro Arraes coordinates the second wave, the program's tangible effects are already 
being felt. 

[Silvio Crestana - Embrapa]

We have been able to write a common agenda of common interest, common benefits. 

[Walter Rawls - USDA ARS]

We are looking at water quality issues that will be affecting both countries. 

[Louis Gasbarre ] 

We now have a much broader, if you want, palette to paint on. 

[Maria Jose Sampaio - Embrapa]

You able to work with Labex to design work as a sort of antenna to avoid duplication research.

[Jeffrey Aldrich,  USDA-ARS]

It really is a mutual benefit. It just makes sense this North/South American collaboration.

[Terezinha Padilha - Embrapa]

If we combine our research programs we will move forward much faster.

[Floyd Horn, Administrator USDA-ARS]

It's paying off all the time.



















